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Introduction

Healthcare is an important area for laypeople, policymakers, and society to form accurate beliefs about, because so much is at stake for them, including the prevention and
treatment of diseases, illnesses, and injuries. However, the challenge is that there is so
much information available that it is very hard to form those beliefs. PubMed, which is a
search engine for scientific studies related to life sciences and biomedicine, contains over
27 million records from approximately 7,000 journals as of year 2017 and the amount
keeps growing.1
One approach to forming beliefs about healthcare could be to rely on experts who are
able to filter some of this information. However, there is some distrust of health experts
in society. For example, according to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center
in 2019, only 32% of Americans think that medical scientists provide fair and accurate
information.2 Furthermore, only 59% of people in Western Europe think that vaccines
are safe and in Eastern Europe only 40% think so3 even though scientists are confident
that vaccines do not cause autism.4 How then should non-experts form beliefs about
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healthcare if there is too much information to filter on their own, but they also do not
seem to fully trust experts?

2

Argument

In this section, I will argue that non-experts should still rely on experts for forming beliefs
about the safety of vaccines. My argument is the following:
(1) If non-experts assess evidence poorer in healthcare than experts, then
non-experts should rely on experts for forming beliefs about the safety of
vaccines.
(2) Non-experts assess evidence poorer in healthcare than experts.
(3) ∴ Non-experts should rely on experts for forming beliefs about the safety
of vaccines.
Before I will defend the argument, let me define key terms for this. Someone is an
“expert for a domain if and only if [they are] a respective authority who [are] competent
enough to reliably and creditably fulfill difficult service-activities accurately for which
[they are] particularly responsible.“ 5 This definition has the advantage that it enables a
lot of different kinds of professionals to qualify for being experts according to specific
responsibilities they have rather than giving that option merely to scientists.6
Since I am focusing on assessing evidence about the safety of vacciness, then the most
likely candidates for experts can be found among the profession of medical scientists,
because they are responsible for producing reliable information about the safety of vaccines. Medical scientists who specialize on the science of vaccines are the most likely
source of expertise here. Everyone else is very strictly speaking a non-expert on this
topic, including medical doctors, healthcare policymakers, and regular citizens. However,
some of them may be responsible for other kinds of tasks that require expertise related
to vaccines. For example, a medical doctor might be an expert at providing the most
up-to-date information on vaccines to patients, but that information would come from
medical scientists.

2.1

Why should premise (1) be accepted?

Beliefs about healthcare in general and vaccines in particular have important consequences for society and its members. Vaccines help the body fight against bacteria and
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viruses to keep people safe from diseases such as measles, polio, tetanus, and many other.
If non-experts are not able to form accurate beliefs about the safety of vaccines on their
own, then they should rely on other sources for forming such beliefs. Otherwise, they
will form uninformed, inaccurate, and harmful beliefs. Although health is not the only
value people care about, it is one of the least controversial values, because it is plausibly
an intrinsic value or a value instrumental to all other values.7 It is doubtful that someone would knowingly choose to suffer from health problems to avoid relying on medical
experts.
Furthermore, if non-experts really are worse at forming these beliefs, then they do not
have any other options, because relying on other non-experts means poorer performance
on forming beliefs about the safety of vaccines and relying on experts through other
non-experts is still basically relying on experts. In other words, they could turn to
experts, non-expert or to some combination of both, but they would do worse at forming
correct beliefs than if they relied on experts. Non-experts such as laypeople could rely
on non-experts such as medical doctors, but in that case it would be expected that
medical doctors share the information on vaccines that they have received from experts
themselves. They would be more justified to attain information about the safety of
vaccines from medical doctors than yoga instructors, because medical doctors are likely
better at sharing the information experts have identified.

2.2

Why should premise (2) be accepted?

Firstly, in order to assess evidence in the area of vaccines, non-experts need to gain
access to the necessary equipment to run experiments.8 Even if they could gain that
access, they would not know how to use those instruments. In addition, medical scientists
study various parts of doing and analyzing science for nearly a decade. Developing these
complex skills may not even be open to someone who does not possess certain talents
and abilities9 , because very few people are able to get accepted to PhD programs, which
is necessary for becoming a medical scientist. Hence, a non-expert could not even begin
to assess evidence in the field of medicine.
Secondly, the skills required are very complex. Non-experts could not assess just one
scientific study well, but would have to assess the body of evidence, because a single study
may not be trustworthy. One study has a limited sample size, it might be inconsistent with
other studies in terms of study design or definitions, and it may have completely different
answers or effects compared to other studies. Assessing evidence on the safety of vaccines
would also mean knowing how to collect single studies to create a systematic review.
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This requires knowledge of how to search information properly using scientific databases,
creating an eligibility criteria for selecting studies, understanding the field of study, and
much more. If there are existing systematic reviews, then it would still require most of
this knowledge to properly assess whether the systematic review is good. Furthermore,
they would need adequate understanding of statistics, programming languages, and how
to interpret data. Experts also possess intuitive understanding that can only be developed
in the right learning environment with a lot of experience.10
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Objections

In this section, I will provide two objections to the argument, the first one attacking
premise (1) and the second one attacking premise (2).

3.1

Objection 1: relying on experts undermines democracy and
autonomy

Premise (1) says that if non-experts assess evidence poorer in healthcare than experts,
then non-experts should rely on experts for forming beliefs about the safety of vaccines.
This premise might not be true if relying on experts is bad for some other reason than
improved health outcomes. Does relying on experts not undermine the value of democracy
and people being autonomous agents who can think for themselves and choose how to
live their own lives? Medical scientists need to make value judgments when they are
determining whether vaccines are safe or not and they are not moral experts.11
My response to this objection is that relying on experts does not necessarily have to
involve losing autonomy and undermining the value of democracy. Non-experts can still
engage with the health sciences by (i) asking whether the questions experts are studying
are questions that they want answers to and (ii) whether particular experts share the
values of non-experts when they are deciding what evidential threshold to use when
accepting scientific hypotheses.12 When it comes to vaccines, non-experts can demand
that experts study side-effects of vaccines more and communicate those answers to the
public, for example.13
A non-expert can also to some extent evaluate whether a purported expert is truly
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an expert. They can evaluate the CVs of experts to see what institutions their education
is from, how extensive it is, whether it is relevant for the questions at hand, and what
other experts think of this expert. Assessing how deliberate the training of an expert
was is more difficult. It seems that non-experts can at least make somewhat trustworthy
judgments about it by thinking that an academic education is more deliberate than a mere
online course, for example. Another challenge for non-experts is assessing the conflicts of
interest of purported experts, because vaccines are a profitable area of medicine.14

3.2

Objection 2: experts cannot assess evidence well either

Premise (2) says that non-experts assess evidence poorer in healthcare than experts.
There is some doubt that actually both are bad at assessing evidence and the expert
does not really have an advantage. There are many problems with the health sciences,
including studies failing to replicate15 , industry biases16 , issues with literature reviews17 ,
and problems with randomized controlled trials. I will focus on randomized controlled
trials for the rest of this objection, because they are often considered the gold standard
of scientific investigation in the health sciences.
According to this objection, randomized controlled trials are not actually trustworthy
and useful, because they lead to a lot of bias and do not actually establish causality.
According to a paper from 1995, there are major problems with the methodology of
randomized controlled trials: “Odds ratios were exaggerated by 41% for inadequately
concealed trials and by 30% for unclearly concealed trials.“ 18 Other issues with randomized controlled trials are that they do not establish universal causal laws that could be
used in other settings than the one they were studied in, they do not account for appropriate support teams that need to be in place for an intervention to produce the expected
effect, and they do not establish all the steps in the causal chain relevant for causing the
expected effect.19
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My response to this objection is that it makes a good case about issues with the health
sciences and the scientific community needs to continue working on these problems. Some
of these problems actually make the case for premise (2) stronger. It shows that it is very
difficult to conduct proper scientific experiments and assess the evidence from them. For
example, randomized controlled trials need to have truly random sequence generation,
allocation concealment, blinding, pre-registration of study protocols, and so on for them to
be properly conducted.20 Non-experts can get this wrong or misunderstand randomized
controlled trials very easily. However, it is important to acknowledge challenges with
randomized controlled trials conducted to study the safety of vaccines: mainly, that
it is very hard to properly compare vaccinated children with completely unvaccinated
children.21

4

Conclusion

How should non-experts form beliefs about the safety of vaccines? Non-experts should rely
on experts for forming beliefs about the safety of vaccines, because they assess evidence
poorer in healthcare than experts. Beliefs about the safety of vaccines have important
consequences for individuals and society. If non-experts do not rely on experts for these
beliefs, then they will have uninformed if not even harmful beliefs. Non-experts assess
evidence poorer in healthcare, because that skill requires long and deliberate education.
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